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Early Adolescent Male Treble
This classification typically includes most 6th grader males, some 7th grader males, and a few 8th grader males

Cambiata I
Range of Phase A

This classification typically includes some 6th grader males, most 7th grader males, and a few 8th grade males.

Cambiata I
Range of Phase B

This classification typically includes a few 6th grade males, some 7th grader males, and a large percentage of 8th grade males.

Cambiata II

OR

This classification typically includes an occasional 6th grade male, a few 7th grade males, and a greater percentage of 8th grade males.

Baritone
Range of Phase A

This classification typically includes an occasional 6th grade male, a few 7th grade males, and a greater percentage of 8th grade males.

Baritone
Range of Phase B